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Motivation

, Atlas and CMS found a Higgs-like resonance with a mass mh ∼ 125 GeV and
couplings to γγ, WW , ZZ , bb, and ττ compatible with the Standard Model
(SM) Higgs.

/ The Standard Model suffers from the hierarchy problem.

⇒ Search for an SM extension with a Higgs-like state
which provides an explanation for why mh, v � Mpl .

One possible solution: Composite Higgs Models (CHM)
• Consider a model which gets strongly coupled at a scale f ∼ O(1 TeV).
→ Naturally obtain f ≪ Mpl .

• Assume a global symmetry which is spontaneously broken
by dimensional transmutation → strongly coupled resonances at f
and Goldstone bosons (to be identified with the Higgs sector).

• Assume that the only source of explicit symmetry breaking arises from
gauging the SM subgroup and Yukawa-type interactions.
→ The Higgs-like particles become pseudo-Goldstone bosons
⇒ Naturally generates a scale hierarchy v ∼ mh < f ≪ Mpl .
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Composite Higgs model: low energy effective theory approach

Simplest realization:
The minimal composite Higgs model (MCHM) Agashe, Contino, Pomarol [2004]

Effective field theory based on SO(5)→ SO(4) global symmetry breaking.
• The Goldstone bosons live in SO(5)/SO(4)→ 4 d.o.f.
• SO(4) ' SU(2)L × SU(2)R

Gauging SU(2)L and T 3
R yields a Higgs-like Goldstone boson multiplet.

Later: Include a global U(1)X and gauge Y = T 3
R + X .

How to include quarks and quark masses?
One solution Kaplan [1991]: Include elementary fermions q as incomplete linear
representations of SO(5) which couple to the strong sector via

Lmix = yqf (U(Π))Ofermion + h.c. ,

where U(Π) is the Goldstone matrix

U(Π) = exp
(

i
f

ΠiT i
)

=


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 cos h/f sin h/f
0 0 0 − sin h/f cos h/f

 ,
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Simplest choice for quark embedding:

q5
L =

1√
2


ibL

bL

itL
−tL
0

 , t5
R =


0
0
0
0
tR

 , ψ =

(
Q
T̃

)
=

1√
2


iB − iX5/3

B + X5/3

iT + iX2/3

−T + X2/3√
2T̃

 .

BSM particle content (per u-type quark):

T X2/3 B X5/3 T̃
SO(4) 4 4 4 4 1
SU(3)c 3 3 3 3 3

U(1)X charge 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3
EM charge 2/3 2/3 −1/3 5/3 2/3

Fermion Lagrangian:

Lcomp = i Q(Dµ + ieµ)γµQ + i T̃/DT̃ −M4QQ −M1T̃ T̃ +
(

icQ
i
γµd i

µT̃ + h.c.
)
,

Lel,mix = i qL/DqL + i tR/DtR − yLf q5
LUgsψR − yR f t5

RUgsψL + h.c.

where Ugs is the Goldstone boson matrix, and dµ, eµ are the Cartan-Maurer one-forms.
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Production and decays

Production mechanisms (shown here: X5/3 prod. for partners of up-type quarks)

q q′

X
u/c
5/3u/c

W

u/c Du/c

X
u/c
5/3u/c

W

(a) EW single production (b) EW pair production (c) QCD pair production

Decays:
• X5/3 → W +t (100%),
• B → W−t (∼ 100%),
• Tf1,Tf2,Ts → W−b,Zt , ht (with parameter-dependent BRs)
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Bounds on top partners from run I

• ATLAS and CMS determined bounds on (QCD) pair-produced top partners
with charge 5/3 (the X5/3) in the same-sign di-lepton channel.
MX5/3 > 770 GeV ATLAS [JHEP 1411 (2014) 104] , MX5/3 > 800 GeV CMS [PRL 112 (2014) 171801]

Run II: MX5/3 > 940(960) GeV CMS [B2G-15-006]

• ATLAS and CMS determined a bound on (QCD) pair-produced top partners
with charge 2/3 (applicable for the Ts,Tf1,Tf2). [Similar bounds for B]

22 8 Summary

versus T quark mass distributions shown in Fig. 8. The results are visualized graphically in the
triangular plane of branching fractions in Fig. 9. The numerical upper limits on the T quark
production cross section are given in Table 18 for a full range of branching fractions and the
numerical results of the limits on the mass of the T quark are given in Table 19. A different
visualization of the mass limits is presented in Fig. 10.
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Figure 9: Expected (left) and observed (right) 95% CL limits of the combined analysis, visual-
ized in a triangle representing the branching fractions of the T quark decay.
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Figure 10: Expected (left) and observed (right) 95% CL limits of the combined analysis, for
combinations of branching fractions to tH, tZ, and bW. The branching fraction to tZ is not
explicitly reported, since it is given by 1 � B(tH) � B(bW).

Depending on the assumed branching fractions, the expected limits lie between 790 and 890 GeV,
while the observed limits are in a range between 720 and 920 GeV. In much of the triangular
plane of branching fractions these are the most stringent limits on T quark pair production to
date.

8 Summary
A search for pair production of vector-like T quarks of charge 2/3 has been performed. In most
models the hypothetical T quark has three decay modes: T ! tH, T ! tZ, and T ! bW. The
following five distinct topologies have been investigated: inclusive lepton events covering all
possible decay modes, single-lepton events optimized to find T ! bW decays, all-hadronic
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Prospects for composite quark partners at LHC run II

At run II, we have more energy
⇒ searches are sensitive to higher quark partner masses.

Further genuine aspects for composite quark partner searches at run II:

1. At higher masses, single-production channels become more important
as compared to QCD pair production channels.

2. For heavier quark partners, their decay products become strongly boosted
⇒ requires dedicated for boosted tops, Higgses, EW gauge bosons.

Examples:
•∗ Maximizing the sensitivity for charge 2/3 top partners:

A comprehensive survey on single produced T ′ and its decay channels.
M. Backović, TF, J. H. Kim, S. J. Lee [Phys.Rev. D92 (2015) 011701, arXiv: 1507.06568]

• Maximizing the sensitivity for the “most visible” quark partner:
An alternative search strategy for X5/3 .
M. Backović, TF, S. J. Lee, G. Perez [JHEP 1509, 022]

• Maximizing the sensitivity for “the illusive Qh ” quark partner:
M. Backović, TF, J. H. Kim, S. J. Lee [JHEP 1504, 082]
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Prospects for composite quark partners: charge 2/3 partner(s)

Search for top quark singlet partners in the jbtZ final state (Z → ll vs. Z → νν):

14 TeV

Cuts used in our simulation:
• high HT -cut [500 (750) GeV for 1 (1.5) TeV search],
• Ov t

3 top-template with b tag,
• forward-jet-tag,
• for the Z → ll channel: ∆Rll < 1.0 and |mll −mZ | < 10 GeV,
• for the Z → νν channel: /ET > 400 (600) GeV.
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Prospects for composite quark partners: charge 2/3 partner(s)

Search for top quark singlet partners in the jbtZ final state:
13

T 0 ! Zinvthad
MT 0 = 1.0 TeV search MT 0 = 1.5 TeV search

signal tt̄ Z + X Z + t S/B S/
p

B (100 fb�1) signal tt̄ Z + X Z + t S/B S/
p

B (100 fb�1)

preselection 4.9 26000 21000 44 0.00011 0.23 1.3 5200 5300 12 0.00012 0.12

Basic Cuts 3.5 900 6100 11 0.00050 0.42 1.0 140 1200 2.4 0.00074 0.27

Ovt
3 > 0.6 2.7 510 840 6.5 0.0020 0.75 0.87 81 230 1.6 0.0028 0.49

b-tag 1.8 300 28 4.1 0.0055 1.0 0.51 42 6.7 0.9 0.010 0.72

/ET > 400 (600) GeV 1.2 13 8.3 0.84 0.055 2.6 0.39 0.95 1.4 0.13 0.16 2.5

Nfwd � 1 0.75 2.5 1.2 0.25 0.19 3.8 0.26 0.19 0.23 0.039 0.58 3.9

|��/ET ,j | > 1.0 0.62 0.89 0.91 0.21 0.31 4.4 0.21 0.072 0.17 0.031 0.78 4.1

Table V: Example cutflow for signal (simulated for cT 0bW
L = 0.3 with MT 0 = 1.0 TeV and MT 0 = 1.5 TeV) and background

events in the T 0 ! Zinvthad channel for
p

s = 14 TeV LHC. The entries show cross sections after the respective cuts for signal

and background channels in fb. The S/
p

B values are given for a luminosity of 100 fb�1 for the MT 0 = 1.0 TeV and MT 0 = 1.5
TeV searches. The label ET/ > 400(600) GeV refers to 1 (1.5) TeV partners respectively. E�ciencies for b-tagging are included
in the results.

However, because of a larger Z boost in the signal events, and hence a higher expected ET/ , we are able to suppress
the tt̄ background more e�ciently at higher top partner masses by increasing the cut on missing energy. The final
background composition in the case of a 1.5 TeV partner appears quite di↵erent compared to searches for T 0 of
lower masses. Upon the ��/ET ,j cut, the Z + X background contributes twice as much compared to SM tt̄, while tt̄
contribution to the total background was comparable to Z + X in the case of a 1 TeV partner. The e↵ect is mainly
due to the tighter ET/ cut we apply in case of the 1.5 TeV T 0 search, which results in an increase in tt̄ rejection power
of roughly a factor of 2.

Comparison of these results with the results for T 0 ! Zllthad presented in Appendix A show that the T 0 ! Zinvthad

is a viable discovery channel for singly produced T 0 which in our sample study performs comparable (slightly better)
than the dilepton channel already for MT 0 = 1 TeV and gains more advantage at higher MT 0 .

B. T 0 ! Wlepb Channel

The Wlepb channel 13 is perhaps the simplest T 0 decay mode to analyze, due to the limited number of reconstructed
objects in the final state, and the lack of need for boosted heavy jet tagging on signal events. The main SM backgrounds
for the Wlepb channel are SM Wlep + jets and tt̄(semi-leptonic) + jets, where we included up to 3 extra jets for
Wlep+jets and up to 1 additional jet to tt̄ in the simulations. We have checked that other background processes, such
as the single top or di-boson production are negligible at the HT characteristic of TeV scale top partner searches.

As in the previous section, we simulate all the background channels with the preselection cuts described in Section
III where we demand HT > 500 (750) GeV for a hypothetical the top partner with mass of 1 (1.5) TeV. Table VI
summarizes the background cross sections including a conservative K-factor of 2.

Signal Channel Backgrounds �(HT > 500 GeV)[fb] �(HT > 750 GeV)[fb]

T 0 ! Wlepb
Wl⌫ + jets 4.1 ⇥ 104 1.0 ⇥ 104

tt̄(semi-leptonic) + jets 2.1 ⇥ 104 4.2 ⇥ 103

Table VI: The simulated cross sections of SM backgrounds (including a conservative NLO K-factor of 2 after preselection cuts
described in Section III.

We begin the event selection with a set of Basic Cuts, customized to exploit the unique event topology and kinematic
features of the l+ET/ +b channel (see Table VII for a summary). First, we require exactly one isolated lepton in the

event (mini-ISO > 0.7 with pl
T > 25 GeV and |⌘l| < 2.5), as well the presence of at least one pfj

T > 200 (400) GeV fat
jet with |⌘fj| < 2.5, in case of 1 (1.5) TeV T 0 respectively.

Next, we apply a set of Complex Cuts defined in Table VIII to all signal candidate events. Fig. 4 shows example
distributions of some observables useful in discriminating the large SM backgrounds. As we expect signal events to

13 Throughout the paper, we refer to “leptons” as muons and electrons only.

25

T 0 ! Zllthad

Basic Cuts

Nfj � 1 (R = 1.0), N iso
lepton � 2 ,

pfj
T > 400 (600) GeV, |⌘fj| < 2.5 ,

pl1+l2
T > 225 GeV, |⌘l1+l2 | < 2.3 .

Table XV: Summary of Basic Cuts for T 0 ! Zllthad channel . “fj” stands for the fat jet with |⌘fj| < 2.5 and pfj
T > 400 (600) GeV

for MT 0 = 1(1.5) TeV. N iso
lepton represents the number of isolated leptons with mini-ISO > 0.7, pl

T > 25 GeV and |⌘l| < 2.5.
“l1,2” stands for two hardest, isolated leptons.

T 0 ! Zllthad

Complex Cuts

Ovt
3 > 0.6 ,

|mll � mz| < 10 GeV ,

�Rll < 1.0 ,

N fwd � 1 ,

fat jet b-tag.

Table XVI: Summary of Complex Cuts for T 0 ! Zllthad channel. Ovt
3 refers to the top tagging score with Template Overlap

Method, mll is a reconstructed mass out of two hardest leptons (�Rll is an angular distance between them), N fwd is the
multiplicity of forward jets (pfwd

T > 25 GeV and 2.5 < ⌘fwd < 4.5), and b-tag refers to presence of at least one b-tagged r = 0.4
jet inside the fat jet which is tagged as a top.

comparable to the sensitivity we obtain in the Zinvthad channel (see Table V), the performance of di-lepton channels
in searches for a 1.5 TeV partner is clearly inferior compared to the invisible Z channel. The decrease in sensitivity is
primarily due to the fact that Br(Z ! l+l�) is roughly three times smaller than Br(Z ! ⌫⌫̄), which severely limits
the observable cross section in the di-lepton channel and hence the sensitivity at fixed luminosity. Nonetheless, the
Zllthad channel has a strong virtue of o↵ering one of the cleanest ways to reconstruct the top partner mass and will
hence always remain important in searches for T 0 partners. In addition, the combination of the di-lepton and missing
energy channels in searches for T 0 ! Zt has good prospects of enhancing the signal sensitivity in the 1 - 1.5 TeV mass
range.

T 0 ! Zllthad
MT 0 = 1.0 TeV search MT 0 = 1.5 TeV search

signal Z + X Z + t S/B S/
p

B signal Z + X Z + t S/B S/
p

B

preselection 1.6 4800 13 3.3 ⇥ 10�4 0.23 0.42 1300 3.5 3.3 ⇥ 10�4 0.12

Basic Cuts 1.1 750 1.3 0.0014 0.39 0.30 170 0.36 0.0018 0.23

Ovt
3 > 0.6 0.71 71 0.61 0.010 0.85 0.24 19 0.14 0.012 0.54

b-tag 0.49 2.6 0.40 0.16 2.8 0.14 0.64 0.082 0.19 1.7

�Rll < 1.0 0.49 2.6 0.39 0.16 2.8 0.14 0.64 0.081 0.20 1.7

|mll � mZ | < 10 GeV 0.44 2.4 0.35 0.16 2.7 0.13 0.58 0.074 0.19 1.6

Nfwd � 1 0.28 0.38 0.10 0.58 4.0 0.084 0.098 0.018 0.72 2.5

Table XVII: Example-cutflow for signal and background events in the T 0 ! Zllthad channel for
p

s = 14 TeV. Cross sections

after the respective cuts for signal and backgrounds are given in fb. The S/
p

B values are given for a luminosity of 100 fb�1

for both the MT 0 = 1.0 TeV and MT 0 = 1.5 TeV searches.
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Prospects for composite quark partners: charge 2/3 partner(s)

We also did detailed analyses of the Wlepb, Whadb, hbbthad, and hbbtlep channels,
and found best results for Zinvthad, Wlepb and hbbthad.
M. Backović, TF, J. H. Kim, S. J. Lee [arXiv: 1507.06568]
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Towards a Composite Higgs UV embedding [arXiv:1512.07242]

The above approaches Composite Higgs models in terms of a low-energy EFT.

Are there candidates for a UV embeddings (and what is the confining group,
what are the Higgs and quark partner constituents (“preons”))?

Ferretti, Karateev [JHEP 1403 (2014) 077] classified candidate models which
• contain no elementary scalars (to not re-introduce a hierarchy problem),
• have a simple hyper-color group GHC ,
• have a Higgs candidate amongst its Goldstone bosons,
• have a top partner candidate amongst its bound states,
• satisfy other consistency conditions (asymptotic freedom, no anomalies, ...),
• (no SM gauge group Landau pole near the EW scale).

Upshot: The models satisfying this wish-list have minimal EW co-sets
SU(5)/SO(5) c.f. Ferretti [JHEP 1406 (2014) 142], SU(4)/Sp(4) c.f. Barnard, Gherghetta, Ray [JHEP 1402 (2014) 002]

or SU(4)× SU(4)→ SU(4)D Vecchi [arXiv:1506.00623].
All models contain two types of preons χ, ψ. The Higgs is realized as a ψψ
bound state while top partners are ψχχ or ψψχ bound states.
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Towards a composite Higgs UV embedding

GHC ψ χ EW Colour X
Sp(2Nc ), 2 ≤ Nc ≤ 18 F A SU(4)

Sp(4)
SU(6)
SO(6)

2/3
SO(11), SO(13) Spin F 2/3
Sp(2Nc ), Nc ≥ 2 A F

SU(5)
SO(5)

SU(6)
Sp(6)

1/3
Sp(2Nc ), Nc ≥ 6 Adj F 1/3
SO(11), SO(13) F Spin 1/3
SO(7), SO(9) Spin F

SU(5)
SO(5)

SU(6)
SO(6)

2/3
SO(7), SO(9) F Spin 1/3
SO(Nc ), Nc ≥ 15 Adj F 1/3
SO(Nc ), Nc ≥ 55 S F 1/3
SU(4) A F SU(5)

SO(5)
SU(3)2

SU(3)

1/3
SO(10), SO(14) F Spin 1/3
SU(4) F A SU(4)2

SU(4)

SU(6)
SO(6)

2/3
SO(10) Spin F 2/3
SU(7) F A3

SU(4)2

SU(4)
SU(3)2

SU(3)

1/12
SU(Nc ), Nc ≥ 5 F A 2/3
SU(Nc ), Nc ≥ 5 F S 2/3
SU(Nc ), Nc ≥ 5 A F 1/12
SU(Nc ), Nc ≥ 8 S F 1/12

The complete list of theories. The HC representations are: F: fundamental, S: 2-index
symmetric, A: 2-index anti-symmetric, A3: 3 index anti-symmetric, Adj: adjoint, Spin:
spinorial of SO. The last column contains the U(1)X charge assignment. [arXiv:1512.07242]
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Towards a composite Higgs UV embedding

Key-observations:
• The pNGB sector of these models is always larger than that of the minimal

SO(5)/SO(4) model. ⇒ additional potentially light resonances.
• ALL models have a U(1)χ × U(1)ψ global symmetry which is spontaneously

broken by the condensates and a GHC anomaly.
⇒ The particle spectrum contains a SM singlet pNGB.

• The SM singlet pNGB is comprised of preons which carry SM charges.
⇒ The SM singlet pNGB couples to SM gauge bosons via anomaly terms,
(almost) fully determined by the preon quantum numbers.

Upshot: UV embeddings of composite Higgs models contain a SM singlet pNGB
σ, fully described by

L =
1
2
∂µσ∂

µσ − m2
σ

2
σ2 +

g2
i

32π2

κi

fσ
σ εµναβGi

µνGi
αβ ,

where mσ must arise from explicit breaking, fσ should be determined from the
GHC dynamics, but all κi are model-specific and fixed. ⇒ Highly predictive
models.
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Towards a composite Higgs UV embedding

Example: Lets assume that the recent 750 GeV di-photon access (of 10 fb
(5 fb)) arises from this CHM σ.
“Under this assumption: which models are not yet excluded by current LHC run I
and run II di-boson searches?”

RWW RZZ RZγ Rgg Γtot fσ
SU(7) (F,A3) 9.5 3.0 0.8 140 0.4 2900
SU(5) (A,F) 10 3.2 0.9 1300 3.2 830
SO(11) (Spin,F) 4.4 0.5 3.5 500 0.8 2330
SO(13) (Spin,F) 2.6 0.2 2.6 400 1.0 4000
SU(4) (A,F) 23 6.6 3.4 960 1.7 680
SO(7) (F,Spin) 20 5.7 2.7 600 1.5 1300
SO(9) (F,Spin) 16 4.8 2.0 300 0.8 2200
SO(10) (F,Spin) 15 4.6 1.8 227 0.6 2500
SO(11) (F,Spin) 15 4.3 1.7 180 0.4 2900
SO(13) (F,Spin) 13 4.1 1.5 120 0.3 3500
SO(14) (F,Spin) 13 4.0 1.4 99 0.2 3800

List of models that can explain the di-photon excess of 10 fb (5 fb) and are compatible with
present “di-boson” searches. RXX ≡ σXX/σγγ .The models are grouped according to the
Higgs coset: SU(4)2/SU(4) for the top block, SU(4)/Sp(4) for the second block, and
SU(5)/SO(5) for the bottom one. Values for Γtot and fσ are given in GeV. [arXiv:1512.07242]
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Conclusions

• Composite Higgs models provide a viable solution to the hierarchy problem.
Realizing quark masses via partial compositeness requires quark partners.

• Top partners (in the MCHM) are constraint from run I to MX >∼ 800 GeV.
• For run II, single-production channels and strongly boosted top, W, Higgs,

and Z searches become important.
Examples:
◦ For charge 2/3 top partners, we presented a comprehensive analysis of the most

promising final states from T ′ decays.
Shown here: T ′ → Zinv thad . Please see [arXiv:1507.06568] for many other channels and simulation details.

◦ For X5/3, the semi-leptonic decay channel has good discovery reach.

• EFT descriptions of composite Higgs models are only a part of the story. UV
embeddings need to be studied and will lead to novel (or already well-known)
BSM LHC signatures.

• We showed that di-boson signatures are predicted in a large class of CH UV
embeddings. The models are highly predictive because the branching ratios
of the SM singlet pseudo-Goldstone boson are fully determined by the
quantum numbers of the underlying fermion content.
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Backup
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Results for Wess-Zumino-Witten coefficients

GHC anomaly free U(1) combination: qψ = NχTχ, qχ = −NψTψ,
(Tx : Dynkin indices of the HC reps., Nx : fermion multiplicities.)

WZW coefficients of the U(1)ψ and U(1)χ associated “Goldstones”:

κW = κB = dψ, for SU(4)/Sp(4),

κW = κB = 2dψ, for SU(5)/SO(5) and SU(4)2/SU(4),

κg = 2dχ,
κB = 12X 2dχ,

for all color cosets,

where dx is the dimension of the rep..

WZW coefficient of the GHC anomaly-free combination: κi = qψκψi + qχκχi .
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Diboson cross sections and bounds used

Run I di-boson bounds at mσ = 750 GeV used:
σ(pp → σ → gg) . 3 pb ATLAS [PRD 91 (2015), 5], CMS [PAS-EXO-14-005]

σ(pp → σ → WW ) . 40 fb ATLAS [arXiv:1509.00389]

σ(pp → σ → ZZ ) . 12 fb ATLAS [1507.05930]

σ(pp → σ → Zγ) . 4 fb ATLAS [PLB 738 (2014), 428]

Run II di-photon signal cross section assumed: 10 fb [ATLAS- CONF-2015-081]

Ratio of production cross sections :

ξ =
σ13(gg → σ)

σ8(gg → σ)
' 4.6

Resulting bound on RXY ≡ Br(σ → XY )/Br(σ → γγ):

Rgg . 1400, RWW . 19, RZZ . 6, RWW . 2.
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Prospects for composite quark partners at LHC run II

Search for top partners in the qttW final state with semi-leptonic decay of tW .
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The final state is characterized by We use this by
- a high energy forward jet → used as a tag
- two b’s ⇒ demand two b-tags
- a highly boosted tW system with:
– one hard lepton, → pl

T > 100 GeV cut
– missing energy,
– “fat jets”, → reconstruct boosted t/W

using Template Overlap Method (TOM)
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Prospects for composite quark partners at LHC run II

Search for top partners in the qttW final state with semi-leptonic decay of tW .
M. Backović, TF, S. J. Lee, G. Perez [JHEP 1509, 022]

MX5/3/B = 2.0 TeV, �X5/3+B = 15 fb, L = 35 fb�1, hNvtxi = 50

X5/3 + B �s [fb] �tt̄ [fb] �W+jets [fb] ✏s ✏tt̄ ✏W+jets S/B S/
p

B

Fat jet candidate t W t W t W t W t W t W t W t W

Basic Cuts 1.6 2.3 76.0 556.0 5921.0 3879.0 0.36 0.51 0.06 0.46 0.19 0.12 3⇥ 10�4 4⇥ 10�4 0.1 0.1

pT > 700 GeV 1.3 2.0 60.0 506.0 1322.0 1082.0 0.28 0.45 0.05 0.42 0.04 0.04 9⇥ 10�4 8⇥ 10�4 0.2 0.2

pl
T > 100 GeV 1.2 1.9 23.0 349.0 912.0 733.0 0.27 0.41 0.02 0.29 0.03 0.02 0.001 0.001 0.2 0.2

Ov > 0.5 1.0 1.3 12.0 170.0 354.0 254.0 0.23 0.30 0.01 0.14 0.01 0.008 0.003 0.002 0.3 0.3

MX5/3/B > 1.5 TeV 0.9 1.2 0.7 106.0 168.0 160.0 0.20 0.26 6⇥ 10�4 0.09 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.4 0.3

mjl > 300 GeV 0.8 0.4 0.5 12.0 111.0 27.0 0.17 0.08 4⇥ 10�4 0.01 0.004 9⇥ 10�4 0.007 0.02 0.4 0.7

b-tag & no fwd. tag 0.3 0.1 0.08 2.7 0.2 0.5 0.07 0.03 7⇥ 10�5 0.002 5⇥ 10�6 2⇥ 10�5 1.3 0.09 3.7 1.0

fwd. tag & no b-tag 0.5 0.3 0.2 3.7 32.0 7.8 0.10 0.06 2⇥ 10�4 0.003 0.001 3⇥ 10�4 0.02 0.05 0.6 0.9

b-tag and fwd. tag 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.9 0.03 0.1 0.05 0.02 2⇥ 10�5 7⇥ 10�4 1⇥ 10�6 4⇥ 10�6 3.7 0.2 5.3 1.3

Table 5. Example cutflow for signal and background events in the presence of hNvtxi = 50 interactions per bunch crossing, for MX5/3/B =

2.0 TeV and inclusive cross sections �X5/3/B . No pileup subtraction/correction techniques have been applied to the samples. �s,tt̄,W+jets are the

signal/background cross sections including all branching ratios, whereas ✏ are the e�ciencies of the cuts relative to the generator level cross sections.

The results for MX5/3/B = 2.0 TeV assume both X5/3 and B production.

–
3
1

–
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Prospects for composite quark partners at LHC run II
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Prospects for composite quark partners at LHC run II

Search for light quark singlet partners in the hhjj final state with h→ bb decays.
M. Backović, TF, J. H. Kim, S. J. Lee [JHEP 1504, 082]
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The requirement on the presence of four fat jets pre-selects signal event candidates, as we expect two pairs of boosted
Higgs-light jets to appear in the final state 11. In order to determine which of the four jets are the Higgs candidates,
we select the two highest pT fat jets which satisfy the TOM requirement of

Ovh
2 > 0.4, Ovt

3 < 0.4 , (25)

of Section III B. The requirement on peak template overlap is designed to select the two Higgs candidate jets in the
event, while ensuring that the jets are not fake tops. If less than two fat jets pass the overlap requirement, the event
is rejected.

The overlap selections in Eq. (25) deserve more attention. Figure 3 illustrates how utilizing multi-dimensional TOM
analysis (i.e. Ovh

2 and Ovt
3) can help in reducing the background contamination of signal events. If we consider only

Ovh
2 (dashed line), a significant fraction of tt̄ would pass any reasonable overlap cut. However, in a two dimensional

distribution, it is clear that many of the tt̄ events which obtain a high Ovh
2 also obtain a high Ovt

3 score. Contrary
to tt̄ events, the signal events almost never get tagged with a high Ovt

3 score, as it is di�cult for a proper Higgs fat
jet to fake a top. Hence, an upper cut on Ovt

3 (solid line) e�ciently eliminates a significant fraction of tt̄ events, at a
minor cost of signal e�ciency. Note that the peak at Ovh

2 ⇡ Ovh
3 ⇡ 0 in the signal distributions corresponds to events

where the hardest/second hardest fat jet is likely a light jet.
Figure 4 illustrates the e↵ects of Ov cuts on the mass distribution of the two highest pT jets. Note that the

intrinsic mass filtering property of TOM can be clearly seen in the results. The mass resolution of the Higgs fat jets
improves upon the cut on the overlap, while the contributions from both high mass and low mass background regions
is significantly diminished.

In addition to jet substructure requirements for Higgs tagging, we require both Higgs candidate jets to contain at
least one b-tagged r = 0.4 jet within the fat jet, as prescribed in Section III C.

In order to pick out the light jets, we re-cluster each event with r = 0.4 (also necessary for b-tagging) and select
the two highest pT jets which pass the requirement of

pr=0.4
T > 25 GeV, |yr=0.4| < 2.5, �Ruh > 1.1 , (26)

where �Ruh stands for the plain distance in ⌘,� between the r = 0.4 jet (i.e. the up type quark) and each of the
Higgs candidate fat jets. We declare these jets to be the u quark candidates.

Since we expect two Higgs fat jets in the final state, a comparison between the masses of the two hardest fat jets
which pass the overlap criteria provides a useful handle on the background channels. In order to exploit this feature,
we construct a mass asymmetry

�h ⌘ mh1 � mh2

mh1 + mh2
, (27)

Cut Scheme
Basic Cuts

Demand at least four fat jets (R = 0.7) with

pT > 300 GeV, |⌘| < 2.5

Declare the two highest pT fat jets

satisfying Ovh
2 > 0.4 and Ovt

3 < 0.4

to be Higgs candidate jets.

At least 1b-tag on both Higgs candidate jets.

Select the two highest pT light jets (r = 0.4), with pT > 25 GeV

to be the u quark candidates.

Complex Cuts

|�h| < 0.1

|�Uh | < 0.1

mUh1,2 > 800 GeV

Table III: Summary of the Event Selection Cut Scheme.

11 Selecting 4 R = 0.7 fat jets also simplifies the TOM jet substructure analysis.
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Search for light quark singlet partners in the hhjj final state with h→ bb decays.
M. Backović, TF, J. H. Kim, S. J. Lee [JHEP 1504, 082]

14

�s [fb] �tt̄ [fb] �bb̄ [fb] �multi�jet [fb] S/B S/
p

B

Preselection Cuts 6.8 4.6 ⇥102 8.4 ⇥103 2.8 ⇥105 2.4 ⇥ 10�5 7.5 ⇥10�2

Basic Cuts 1.2 4.6 16.0 6.8 ⇥102 1.7 ⇥10�3 2.7 ⇥10�1

|�mh| < 0.1 8.2 ⇥10�1 1.7 6.5 2.8 ⇥102 2.9 ⇥10�3 2.9 ⇥10�1

|�mU | < 0.1 5.6 ⇥10�1 5.5 ⇥10�1 2.0 87.0 6.3 ⇥10�3 3.5 ⇥10�1

mUh1,2 > 800 GeV 5.0 ⇥10�1 3.6 ⇥10�1 1.6 67.0 7.3 ⇥10�3 3.6 ⇥10�1

b-tag 3.4 ⇥10�1 4.4 ⇥10�2 1.1 ⇥10�2 1.5 ⇥10�2 4.8 7.5

Table IV: MUh = 1 TeV , �s = 6.8 fb , L = 35 fb�1

�s [fb] �tt̄ [fb] �bb̄ [fb] �multi�jet [fb] S/B S/
p

B

Preselection Cuts 2.4 4.6 ⇥102 8.4 ⇥103 2.8 ⇥105 8.15 ⇥ 10�6 2.6 ⇥10�2

Basic Cuts 6.0 ⇥10�1 4.6 16.0 6.8 ⇥102 8.6 ⇥10�4 1.4 ⇥10�1

|�mh| < 0.1 3.9 ⇥10�1 1.7 6.5 2.8 ⇥102 1.4 ⇥10�3 1.4 ⇥10�1

|�mU | < 0.1 2.7 ⇥10�1 5.5 ⇥10�1 2.0 87.0 3.0 ⇥10�3 1.7 ⇥10�1

mUh1,2 > 1000 GeV 2.2 ⇥10�1 1.9 ⇥10�1 1.0 45.0 4.8 ⇥10�3 1.9 ⇥10�1

b-tag 1.34 ⇥10�1 2.2 ⇥10�2 8.5 ⇥10�3 1.2 ⇥10�2 3.1 3.8

Table V: MUh = 1.2 TeV , �s = 2.4 fb , L = 35 fb�1

Our results show that boosted jet techniques combined with fat jet b-tagging and kinematic constraints of pair
produced heavy particles can achieve S/B > 1 with signal significance of ⇠ 7� at 35 fb�1, assuming light quark
partners of MUh

= 1 TeV. The significance we obtain is su�cient to claim a discovery of 1 TeV light quark partners.
In addition, we find that probing masses higher than 1 TeV will require more luminosity and will be challenging at
Run II of the LHC. However, even with 35 fb�1 signal significance of more than 3� is achievable for MUh

= 1.2 TeV,
enough to rule out the model point.

Requiring that there exist four fat jets with pT > 300 GeV in an event, together with our boosted Higgs tagging
procedure result in an improvement of S/B by roughly a factor of 70-100 at ⇠ 20% signal e�ciency relative to the
pre-selection cuts. Additional cuts on mass asymmetries improve S/B by roughly of factor a 3 in total.

The greatest improvement in both S/B and S/
p

B comes from fat jet b-tagging, where we find an enhancement by
a factor of ⇠ 500 � 600 in S/B and 15 � 20 in signal significance. The improvement is largely due to the enormous
suppression double fat-jet b-tagging exerts on the multi-jet and bb̄ backgrounds, with the signal e�ciency of ⇠ 50%.
The high rejection power of b-tagging can be understood well from results presented in Figure 7. The signal events
almost always contain at least one b quark in each of the fat jets which pass the boosted Higgs tagging criteria.
Conversely, almost no multi-jet and bb̄ events contain two “Higgs like” fat jets with each of the tagged heavy boosted
objects containing a b-jet. The only background channel which seems to contain a significant fraction of events with
both fat jets containing a proper b-tag is Standard Model tt̄. Still, we find that only about 10% of the tt̄ events survive
the double b-tagging criteria.
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